Case Study
Client: University of Bangor

Challenge

Industry: Higher Education

bibendum augue
As universities grow, so does their need for data storage. This is
something that The University of Bangor was only too aware of when it
set out to find the best solution for its individual needs. The university
learnt that through thorough research, it was able to secure the best
price and value for its storage infrastructure.

Solution
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Through a tender process the educational institution opted for the
EMC Celerra NS20 storage solution architected by 101 Data
Solutions. The NS20 helps companies attain the maximum value from
its information, at the lowest TCO, at every point in the information life
cycle.

“We put a considerable
amount of time and effort
into selecting the storage
solution that was right for
our needs, it is therefore
logical that the same
importance is placed on
ensuring the supplier is also
the right fit for our needs. If
organisations don’t take this
approach throughout every
step of their IT purchases,
vital funds could be
wasted.”

Technical Director
University of Bangor

Results
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Comprehensive DR Policy achieved through array based

replication.


Highly Scalable system to deal with current and future growth



World leading technology at an affordable price through EMC to
address the TCO argument.



Unified architecture in a single system to address Block and File
level storage.

EMC
EMC is a global leader in enabling businesses and service providers to
transform their operations and deliver Information Technology as a
service. Fundamental to this transformation is cloud computing.
Through innovative products and services, EMC accelerates the
journey to cloud computing, helping IT departments to store, manage,
protect and analyze their most valuable asset — information — in a
more agile, trusted and cost-efficient way.

Manage Data Better with 101 Data Solutions
101 Data Solutions can help you with managing data better. We look at
the root cause of your data issues and apply our knowledge and products
to help you with business efficiency.
Our UK wide network of fully accredited and experienced Data Storage
experts work hard to offer the right solution for your business. With a full
range of installation, project management and support services across all
of our products, we offer industry leading solutions suitable to your
technology and business needs.

